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Abstract: In^identifying the. travel .tlme gaylng benefit, there is an issue in Japan explaining
that value of time saving. is considered higher dunng weekends than on weekdays. ThE
P.nmary reason for this is that people have limited timein the weekend to spend for aitivities
that are difficult to do on a weekday, in particular, recreational activities with tamity. Beside
economic. or monetary ap^prgach, it seems that there is a need to analyze value of time saving
from a different point of view. In dealing with this, surveys have been conducted and i
utility-of-activity model that takes psychological needs as variables is proposed. The model
aims to predict the time allocation change as a result of time saving.
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I.INTRODUCTION

The value of travel time saving gying holidays in Japan is considered more expensive than
on weekdays.. The cuTe!! guideline for value of time for passenger car in weekday is 56
yenlvehicle/minute or 3160 yen/vehicle/hour (31.70 US $), and 54 yen/vehicle/minute or
5040 yenlvehic.lelhour (47.55 US $) for weekends. The primary reason for a higher value of
weekend.time-in the Japanes_e casg is that people have limited tjme in the weekEnd to spend
for activities that are difficult to do on a weekday, in particular recreational activities with
family.

The 
^budgeting 

also- helps explain this situation because weekend holiday wages for employees
are.35%-5096_ higher than weekday wages, and charges for accommodaiions are iO-iOy,
higher on holidays. From the veiricle lapacity poiit of view, the average number of
p-assengers rn passenger car is almost 1.44 on weekday, while it is 2.01 on holiday.
Nevertheless in order to explain better about this phenomenon, it seems that there is a need [o
analyze.it from a different perspective, instead-of relying only on economic or monetary
approach.

The benefit of travel time saving has been more represented in economic benefit, such as
production time extension. Rectntly, as in Kitamrira (1997), there is a tendency to also
explain the benefit in terms of socidl welfare and psycirological benefit using th6 activity
based approach. This approach is considered able t6 6xplain-the phenomenon ihat occurs in
Japan.
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1.1 Literature Review

Many previous researches on travel time benefit have applied trip-based approaches, wh^ich

deal'with utility/disutility of travel, travel time, and psychological or physical discomfort,
during the trip. However, the current trend in transport researches is the applicatio-n_of
activiiy-based-approach, that is, the activity being the reason for travel. The purpose ofthis
researih is for iiine use analysis, which will later on contribute to the activity liased travel
analysis. "Broadly, activity based analysis attempts to better understand the behavioral basis
for iirdividual. This behavioral basis includes all the factors that influence the how, where and
why of performed activities. Among these factors are the needs, preferences, prejudices and
habits oT individuals" (Bhat and Koppelman, 1999). The related theories in this research are
motivational theory consumer theory with cumulative utility function, and discrete choice.
Motivational theory, the first approach, was defined by Maslow (1970) and he stated that "the
human being is mbtivated by-a number of basic needs which are species wide, apparently
unchanging, and genetic ofinstinctual in origin. They are intrinsic aspects ofhuman nature
which culture cannot kill, but only represst'. On the average, for individual workers, and
so-called commuters, their basic physical needs such as food and shelter are assumed to be
fulfilled, assuming stable income condition. The higher needs that they would like to
achieve then are the mental achievements, such as love, self-esteem, and meaningfulness.

Solomon and Ben-Akiva (1983) realized this symptom with their opinion about life style.
According to them, life style is basically choice between family formation, participation in^

labor forc!, and orientation toward leisure. The life style choice will influence the choice of
mobility in terms of employment location, residential location, housing type, and automobile
ownership. Consequently, these choices will influence the activity and travel choice
(non-work) such as activity Rpe, activity duration, destination, route, and mode.

From the viewpoint of economic theory, Becker (1965) stated, "The household is both a
producing unit and utility maximizer. The integration of production and consumption _is at
-oaOs 

witf, the tendency for economists to separate them sharply, production occurring in firms
and consumption in households".

According to demand behavior theory, consumer is considered to choose beJweel two-goods,
consumption and labor. Consumption will maximize one's utility as a function of goods-

consum-ed, and it is considered that an increase in wage rate tends to increase the supply of
labor since it makes leisure more expensive, but at the same time, the increase in the wage
rate makes individual richer, and this presumably increases the demand for leisure.

1.2 Research Objectives

Several questions or considerations are raised in this research. When economists consider
the double role of households, what would the households think of themselves? Do
households consider time an input for production or consumption? It is difficult to observe
if someone really likes and enjoys working; while the economists may look at it. as a
producing action, the person may think that it is a consuming action with time as an input,-thereby 

maximizing her mentai utility. So whether time is considered as an input of
production or consumption depends on the households.

After the mandatory working hours are finished, an individual may be offered a choice of
consumption of market goodi and services including extending or continuing working. Is.the
time considered a resouice or a commodity? Is that a matter of production or consumption,
working or leisure (non-working)? Who is decides this, a producer or a consumer? In a
more focused question, what do they need time for at the most?

In light of these premises, firstly, this research would like to explore time saving impact on
time-allocation from the consumer's point of view. The results of a survey conducted in-

Tokyo (discussed in the next section) will provide a support to the idea of having a method of
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predicting time allocation based on their intentions and stated preferences. Secondly, this
research would like-to plopgs€ a model that could predict time allocation change taking into
account the needs ofthe individual.

2. SUPPORTING DATA ON INDIVIDUAL TIME ALLOCATION - A STUDY IN
TOKYO

2.1 Surrcy for Time Use, Priorities and Extension Choice in Tokyo, Japan

4 .tP*E on -time use, priorities, and extension choice was conducted in Aqua-Line Toll
Bridge/Tunnel Road that connects two sides of the Tokyo Bay last Decembei, 2000. The
questionnaires were distributed during weekend at the two ends ofthe bridge and respondents
were asked to mail them back. From the total number of respondents, 413 are working in
Tokyo (88% are male). These workers will be the focus oflhe analysis because the/are
considered as the most typical individuals that use transportation serviie regularly. They are
also the ones who have the mo.st typical pattern of weekday activity and are the m6st exposed
to repeated travel activity (which is considered in this research as'a disutility). From the 413
respondents, 266 persons belong to families with children. Since the main interest of this
research is related with time allocation of family activity and need for family care, the 266
samples are considered relevant for the analysis. The profile of respondenls is shown in
Figure l.

The questions asked were about individual priorities, satisfaction of needs, schedule, and
travel time along with their so0ial-economic stage information. First, they were made to
understand that the activities are classified int-o six main categories thit represent the
hierarchical needs based on Maslow. The categories are physical c-are, homemaking, family
care, work-oriented, pleasure and socializa'lion: Nixt, questions pertainin{'to tr6
respo^ndent's- long-term priority of needs, corresponding needs ranking, and thJ level of
satisfaction for each of the needs were asked. After priority ranking, tf,e next step was to
obtain their diary-based activities. Then respondents weie asked- to imagine that their
one-way commuting time is reduced to half an tour (or one hour, two-way). Finally and
most importantly, tl-rey were asked how they would use or accommodate the hypotheticai time
saving.into- their schedule and how much they are willing to pay for this benelit. The activity
extension that they preferred were recorded and classifiedaccordingly.

2.2Datr Compilation and Analysis

The result of the survey is explained in this section. Figure 2 shows that the highest priority
lank-amgng samples are the long term priority neeil for family care el.F/i, niltowei
by physical care..(30.loh),_and then pleasvE 1fi.5N1, working (12.6%), homemaliing (3.0%)
and lastly socialization (2.60/o). For the analysis on level oT iatisfaction of needs-in theii
time allocation, the results are given in Figirres 3A&B. The respondents were grouped
according to their top need (according to their priority ranking of needs) and the bars s-how'the
tlme consumption proportion for each group. (No individuallanked homemaking as their top
need and thus homemaking does not appearin the figures.)

Observing Figure 3 A*g q indicated by arrows, it can be seen that an individual's priority of
a certain need is revealed by the tendency of having higher time allocation for that'particilar
need. He revealed it in his time allocation showing th-at the top priority need allocation is
relatively higher than other type of individual's. fhus, the priori'ty of iirdividuals seems to
influence on how they anang6 their time allocation.

figutgg 4-A&q show the example of level of need satisfaction. Respondents are grouped by
individual rank. For example, for the satisfaction level of Family Cire (Figure +41 ttrire ari
78 individuals who prioritize "family care" as the first rank, and less ttrarizSZ oi th"m are
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dissatisfied with the time availability. Following the same analysis for all types -of needs,

results revealed that for "Work", "Fimily Care'] and "socialization", it seems only around
25Vo are dissatisfied, while for the need on "Pleasure" and "Physical Care", the dissatisfaction
is relatively higher at more than 25%;o, arrd 5002, respectively.
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Figure 2. The Rank of Priority for Each Need

The compilation of data that corresponds to the qlestion on what type of activity indiv-iduals

*iff -"tt fif.ely engage in or extend given one hour extra time, is shown in Fiqure.f ' The

ngure stro*s ttiat artrind 33.4o/o of thirespondents chose to engage in or extend family care
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activities with the extra time, whlle 25.5o/o chose pleasure, and another 22.8o/o for physical
care, reflecting the need of individual well being.

Willingness{o-pay (WTP), the measure that could show how much the individuals value the
time saving for doing activity is shown in Figure 6. In terms of proportion of income, on the
average, respondents are willing to pay for about 30% of their hourly income to buy a service
of time saving. In actual culrency, WTP is around 890 yen per minute. WTP in currency is
broken down for each type of activity, and shown in Figure 7.

A. Time Consumption Proportion
in Weekdays

B. Time Consumption Proportion
in Weekends

No. ofSample
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Figure 3. Proportion of Time Consumption for Each Need Grouped By Top Priority
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Figure 4. Level of Satisfaction of Needs

In.Figure 7.(WTP-Income ratio for type of activity), it is observed that the most prominent
value of activities are: the activity of-foing to cultuial events (both in terms of proportion to
income and monetary value), roltowea by going to amusemenv theme park activity, and
go:ng to hot spring/relaxation. Most of theieictiiities were done with family. These seem to
reflect the combined need for family care, pleasure and physical care. The non-work activity
related to work societies is also iigninc-antly high. 

-Tie 
value of time for work for thi

individuals wlp prioritize work and works on-Satu-rdays (and also has the intention to extend
it) is not significantly high.
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Figure 5. The Choice of Activity

Extension Classified by Needs

Figure 6. WTP/Hourly lncome

Figure 7. WTP/ Hourly lncome for Type of Activity

2.3 Obtaining Parameters of Individual Attributes Using Multivariate Analysis

In the survey, ranking data of priority needs was obtained. In analyzing individual attributes
that can influence priority, a niultivariate analysis was applied, and the result of the.analysis is
given in Table l.' The 

-purpose 
of this analysis is to Come up_with the-set of attributes that

iould most sigrrificantlyexplain ranking of need priorities. However this method, with its
property, is c6nsidered not-quite satisfactory in describing the_ va\'e of the needs and its
iorrelatjon to the variables. tiopefully this cin be improved and refined in later analyses to
obtain the parameters for the proposed model of utility of activity.
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Table I . Attributes and Parameters for Ranking of priority of Needs

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 General

Assuming tltut - individual will maximize the fulfillment of needs with time as their resource,then the referred theorv in-this sense is *iiroi"oro-ic demand-anJ-"onrurn". theory. Theconsumer has needs t"b. ruini.a.ihdgh;fiiti"r, iir* -r,"."-*lti1i'unutogous 
to moneyor income, having. a constrainr ana. uuogZi. arihough ir i; ;;i-;;a;iiy rit. money, because itcan't be stored and used at a latter date. " The cominodities o. p.oirdtr l"re will be the needsthat willdrive people to do activities. rrri niias are defined ds in iauti l, i.e., physical care,

T.T:T$,lqcomfort, family care, socialization, ;il-;I.d.", "LL"a on Maslow,s

B:Iffi*1,ji#.',LHr-3,r31:qill?,i*,*1,_f fl T:li",Jl3;*,#;.#;xtrT.ftu;iisli
own level of utility ana courJreiGh;;;;i;;;;ihan unothe..

3.2 Utility-of-Activity Modet

The researches of Kraan (1995),.Kiramura (1999, 1997), Kitamura and Supernak (1997) thathave modeted the utility'ora6iiuity;; tu;;li";"iit.n" 
"i.'r.ry*,i"6 and served as
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insoiration for this research. The focus of this research is to work in more detail on the

."Jriililrit'"ith.";iiliy tunction. Individuals do the activities driven by the motivation of
i;lfiiii"t;."ds, as explained by Maslow. This main assumption will be the bastc tdea rn

formulating the utility function.
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Table2. Explanation of Needs

NO TYPE OF NEEDS
TERMS

NaorfunrloNel MASLOW
NEEDS TERMS

1 Phvsical Care Phvsioloeical

2 Comfort/Homemaking Safetv and SecuritY

3 Family Care Love and Belongingness

4 Socialization Self Esteem by Others

5 Work Performing Self Suffi ciency, Mea414gfuln9!!-

6 Pleasure Truth, Beaury, Perfection

@uX r0,,

Finally,withtheassumptionthattheactivityisthemediumtofulfillneeds,theutilityof
activity is formulated as follows:

(J, = U i(Ti,t,,0,) -- T,t,u'

with l, >0 otherwise U =0

where d, = parameter that determines the shape of the utility curve'

Journal of the ta-stern Asia Society tbr Transponation Studies. Vol.4. No .1. October. 2001

The functional form of utility of one activity i is:

(1,=L),(y,,t,) """"""""""(l)

where 7is a positive coeflicient of activity i. and t is time allocated for activitv i' It had

been explained that in doing an activity.thereit'" prtggt! m nlntt needs' For-instance' if
;h.* ;il;.d 7 to U. 

.friiiff.a 
in actiiity i, then coeificient 7 can be explained in more

detail as:

where rr is a vector of values that show individual lifestyle priority toward needsT, while pg

[fi;fiifi'il;;,;;;ffi ;,-'ir-;;;.bi" and not i tunciion of time allocation and

could be defined as :

di=di(a,X)=aX ..... """""""""'(3)

where a) is vector of parameters and ,[ is a vector of individual attributes that show

conditions, and situation'of individuals, tbr example income, number of children, and life

cycle stage as illustrated in Table l.

Nevertheless, it needs to be considered that individuals.en^gage in one activity to fulfill more

than one need. For .*"tnpi.. iii.- ".ii-ty 
of eating with firnily in a restaurant contains two

;ffi;i; ;T;;,;; ;il;;i;"i;;;; oiiuting una-the "familv-c?l:' need as a result of being

;ilil;;. -iil;'t" d.'#[. ii,.'.""aiti;; ;"h;.; an activity tulfills 7 to ft needs, the 7 is

defined as:

T, =la 1f ,,= II
i.i k

.(5)

..(4)
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In the effort of validating the utility,model and obtaining the parameters of the model, two
approaches or.methods -!re Proposed in this research. - Theie two approaches are utility
maximization in time allocation and the choice of activity time exteiriion. Both of thesi
approaches are used to obtain estimates of the parameters.

3.2.1 Utility Maximization in Time Allocation Method

The first method is using maximization in time allocation. The sum of utilities for activities
i to R will maximize the total utility in the time span, for example in this case, one day or
one week, and is formulated as follo*s:

mzx uu,,, =mzx j ui ......(6)

s.t.

T=Zt, thetoralavailabletimefordoingactivities ............ .......(7)

C =\ll, the total budget allocation for pursuing activity . . . .. . ... .. . ...(g)

where

ti = time of each activity

Pi = price of activity/service time.

Using L,agrange method, the following equations are obtained:

t =\r,t!' + )"Q -\t,7+ ).r(c -\t/,)

, =1r, - r(2,,-.) - u(t 0,,, - r)

'> r =lr,t f' - 41,, + 1,r - 1,\ p,t, + )"rC

dr!' 
= Y'o't'''-' - L - 1' P' = o

*=0,9=0,31 =odt, d+ dl,

Lagrange multiplier is the derivative of the objective function on the restriction functions:

, du . au aT^4=U, ztc=57 thus 1r=i4

and using (9) and (10) we obtain,

...................(10)

, - T,0,t,t'-'
b--

dT

'* aco'
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because ,1, is fixed implying that the marginal utility of every activity is considered equal,

thus:

yrortrt'-' _ yrorrrt'-t _ ..._ /,ort,o'-l

,.ff0,- ,*ff0, ,*{r, .(12)

In order to come up with a solution we need one more equation, that is :

1r, 
= n which is set as an arbitrary constant " " " " "'( 13)

Using equations (12) and (13 ) given- o,,.ti, Piand dTldC, ), and each y, (although

still isin! the arbitrary constantl ) can be obtained.

3.2.2 Time Extension Choice Method using Marginal Utility

The second approach is to obtain a parameter using a choice model for activity.extension'

fio* tf,. firsi'method *i iun modLl the time ali-ocation, with consideration that all the

marginal utifities.are 
"qu"t. 

it it latter method will be used for verification and refinement of
the parameter esttmatlon.

To explain this, it is assumed that there is a marginality to maximize total utility U taking

advaniage of AZ as time saved, represented by:

maxu'lar .(14)

Then for a type of activity (i) that is chosen to be extended by At,, the utility will be:

Ui =u, *ff*,*r, = yi(tio' +e,e'-t N,1+ e,

with AU, for each activity calculated as:

L(l, = y,(*t,e'-t N, + p,1 + q,

= y 0,t,e'-t N, + T,lt, +0i

= y,0,t,e,-t N, * e:
,

=LV;*€i
Hence:

LV,=y,0,t,0'-'&, .......... """(16)

where €i,pi,Tli,€1= error terms caused by social, culture and other unobserved

heterogeneities.

To which activity the Ar will be reallocated to, is presumed the extension of activity that will
gi". tn. frigf,"sr;hange of AU. Then the pioUiUitity that a type of activity (i) is chosen to

be extended by individual r is:
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P,, = Pr(LU ,, > LU k,, Yj e C,, k * i)

P(4LD = p(LU, > LU j) = pr(LV 
i + e t' < LV j * e, ) = pr@ j - e j < LV i - LV j) .........(l 7)

If the errors are normally dis$bqted and correlated because of interdependency between
activity or needs then the use of multinomial probit model is proposed.

- €i+LVi-AVn

J [o{la'* "'',
€,=< eR=a

-R -l
Q@\ = t2r); lli .*p(*r:-'r'l

2

with R as the number of activities or altematives , f is the covariance matrix error.

Appl.v^ing this formula and using the maximum likelihood method it is expected that each y,
and 0, can be obtained.

3-2.3 The Relationship between Time Allocation Model and Activity Choice Model

These two models will be used for estimating the parameters of the utiliry model by
comparing both of them and refining. the result. Tne nrit method is basjd on it,i 

"..r-ptioi|fjl,"t marginal utility for each actiiity is equal and can be used to catculate tlme aitocition,
but the parameters obtained are still arbitrary. The second method is quite different with the
assumption that the marginal utility is not- necessarily eqlal and is the reason foi ."ting
choice extension. Both o.f the methods are supportivi in hnaing thi juir."t"rr. The main
i*" i{!lliTe.saving.will be allocated to the- type of activity aicordft;io th;prob;i;ilit) ithe actrvlty betng extended as a result of having the highest marginal irtility. itre
formulation of new time allocation is written as:

T + LT =Zt, + LTP, and then, ............ (19)

................(21)

additional time saving will reach another state of equal

...... ....( l8)

get:

Lr=\N,=1ffi,

Using the equation (5) and (l l) we

, =rl'('.#'')',1i 
"l 

0i 
tIJ

The new time allocation with the
marginal utility with the equation:

t, _ Ti9i(t, + ATP )o'a
^, -----.-fi- .......(22)

'* ic o'

The change in the utility of activity will thus be:
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+ LTp,
+ LTp,)

V,+LV =

= y,(t, + LTP ,)e

Hence,

LV, = y,(t, + LTP,)0' - y,t,o' (23)

Referring to the equation from the Time Allocation Model (10), (l l) and Choice Model (20)'

(23), the basic intention is to have:

)''

)

ll0

AT

AC' '

L-
l+

T,0,'

(

u(,.ff r,)(t, + Lrp, ['.$r,)t,
0i0i

, AV, -LV,..r 
dt, 

_ 
N,

..(24)

The right- and left-hand side terms can be checked for closeness of value' Otherwise,

iterations will be done changing the value of y, arrd the arbitrary constant I of the equation

(13) for each iteration untii d;e difference between two values nalrows down' Using this

method it is possible to estimate each y,.

4. THE FEATURE OF THE MODEL

Havins the attributes of the individual and the parameters, the model intends.to predict.the

ffi; r"..'i;;.1 iiii"ia""r'; aypt;i activity 
"ird 

the most possible activity^time extension.

i'rrir."a"r ii.*p."t.a toliutr"! un understanding.of, firstly, the prioritv "!:fl:t:g.T,u
life stvle of individual, and also the intension of which activity trme they are golng.to €xteno.

i'fr. ,J"if" J"iid;b; ur.a to pr.Ai.t the possible time-saving utilization of individuals.

4.1 The Expected Result

In order to verify the validity of the model, the basic characteristics of the model are

"-".ir"0. 
fn. 

"t 
irg. in inOriOuat time allocation obtained from the model is calibrated to

the actual intended .tung" UV .frunging iu"t of the parameters' As an illustration, several

;;;.; aili consider ttr".i""ir-unJ"thr-ee activities were performed. Table 3-represents the

;il;;;;J;;;"a p;;;;";;lr;. In this case, o1 isihe importance level of needj, and

g i is-the efficiency of activity i to fulfill needT .

Table.3. Assumption of Parameters

Activity Pi 0i

Rest in home (i =l) r00 0.20

Hobby in home (i =2) 200 0.25

Go out with familY ( i =3) 400 0.30
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Case2: 0rlhanges

.0 : is the parameter related to whether individuals do the activities efficiently or not. If e its large, people can satisfy.the needs elliciently by doing activity i. From the analysis in the
changing 0 3, there exist three stages-ofchange. rirstly,"ror g 

3 values up to 0.15 , as shownin Figure,l0, the time allocation-of "going-out wit[r famil/ increases while ihe others
!ec1e.ase.. 

In this stage, total cost-did notret r-each total budget. In the second rtug., *h"n th.
total.budget constraint is reached, the time allocation of "reit at home" become iicieasing. In
the third stage, in-which total time is not used completely, the time for "rest at home" stai's to
decrease again. Observing actual d3ta (Figure I I ), the time allocation of "go out with family"
and "rest at home" increaied and "hobby It home'; decreased, which match"es the seconJ stale
in the analysis.

(to l
(Matrix norm) f =l t l0

[r r rij"[i]
Initialization was set to have total time T =100 and total disposable income C = 20.000. The
changing parameters would be o, I i, and T.

Case I : o:qh4nggl

Increasing 
^o 3 implies -increasing importance of family care needs. For instance, the

changing oflife slage, and the number and increasing age ofctritdren can influence the ievel
of importance of family care. This will result in tim6 aiiocation change as strown in iig*" 8
Based on the calculation of the model, we can see that the time for'family activity 6rt oi
home increases while the time for other activities decreases. The sudden decrease of "rest at
home" occurs around a3=1.125. To compare and illustrate with real condition,Figure 9
shows average time allocatiol of respondents from the Tokyo survey. People wtro wort|a five
days a week were divided. into.two_types by satisfaction/dissatisiactiori of the family iari
needs on weekdays. Based on this figure, we can see more clearly the difference between
those.two-types, that is, the time allocation proportion of "go out with family. of ii; -;;i
sufftcient" group is more than the proportion of ihe "sufficieit" one. This confirms the result
of the model.

c
o
."o
o
9
o
o
E
F

family care
sufficient

family care
not

sufficient

02468
change of a3 E;t"th*

I Ihobby at hme

] Eso rut with family
j Ego ot.with nm family member

!qg:94""
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Case 3 : Total Time Chanees

The change in total time T reflects.expansion of available time, though still without.change of
ifr" tot"f 

-f,u@t. 
Figure ri if,o*i tim6 allocation variation with the change in total time T. For

;iiir;;ih;iime o"f two activiiies *ere expanded with relatively lesser cost. For T values up

i"'ifi, tt"i"t"f cost did noiitu.t, tt" bud-gdt constraint. After this point,.the^budget.constraint

ir;, 
-d";; 

iiached and the proportion of-time allocation of "go.out with family " starts to

;;;ril;. Again comparirg';iih i."iconditions (Figure l3), it^is seen that the tendency of
e;;;;;;ils ii;. "a ':go'oit *iii, iu.ly" and incieaiing time of "rest at home" confirms the

result ofthe analysis.

Figure 10. 0 3-vs Time Allocation Figure l1 . Time Allocation for 0 3
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4.2 Discussion

The parameters and values in the examples. abgve are largely. based on assumption. Tl'"
p*"i,it"tr that represerit it.- U"t ""i* if th" indiridual ieei to be estimated' Given the

representative parum.t"is 
""a 

itdiriau"l attributes, it is thus.expected that the model could

i,iiatli f,r* iriividuals h""G;;"i;characteristic would allocate time' The change of time
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allocation as a result of time savingcan also be calculated. In addition to individuals, groups
can..also be analyzed. For example,-a community can be grouped into several tyfies br
attributes such as sex, income and life cycle, and we could eitimate the possibii time
allocation for particular groups tlpes.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

According to.the. survey conducted most of the respondents in Tokyo have higher need for
family care., physical ca1e.11f pleasure in the weekend as shown by the way they"allocate time.
These needs are to be fulfilled within limited time on weekendi and as a consequence, the
time for {oing this activity is valuable for them. Considering the benefit of time iarirg, ttre
extra time is not necessarily allocated for production activity-since this depends on the ieeds
and types ofthe individual.

Regarding the proposed model, the model is able to relate the characteristic of individuals or
population with activities they will- do given extra time. 'Ihe variable o that represent
individual level of importance for each need will determine time allocation.

In relation with WTP for. time s-ayi-ng f9r e,ach type of activity or need, it is regarded thar the
higher the level of need is, the higher the WTP. hs seen from the data, WTPToT travel time
saving for Culture Event, a.nd Going to Amusement Park with family are prominently high
because the needs for "family care" and "pleasure" are fulfilled. So the model could e'xptiln
that value of time .for a non-productive- activity such family activity, physicai 

"-.';rapleasure could be muLh higher *hen it is highly ddmanded or needed.

Furthermore, from this research, it is possible to understand the behavior of an individual or
community !9wa1d needs. It is also possible to understand what kind of activity individuals
m^aY feel lacking based_ on their stated intentions and preferences. Time saving as an impact
of a project can be explained by this model, and treat it as a social welfare bene"fit. It couli be
noted that the economic beneht Tay 99_rye indirectly from the increase in work efliciency or
effectiveness as a result ofproperly iUtntting other needs such as family care and pleasure.'

Further.e.ffort is still.required to improve the model. The estimation of parameters involved
must still be verified. Some assumptions, considerations, and definition bf eoo.s need to be
dealt with. The model s.till need iontinuing improvement and development, but examples
shown in this paper has shed some directionJon the features that this mohel wiil have.
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